
gesture
1. [ʹdʒestʃə] n

1) жест, телодвижение
to accompany one's speech with gestures - сопровождать речь жестами
there is grace and dignity in each of her gestures - каждый её жест дышит грацией и благородством
he made an angry gesture - он сердито дёрнулся

2) действие
fine [friendly] gesture - благородный [дружеский] жест /поступок/
warlike gesture - воинственный поступок; бряцание оружием
that was an empty gesture - это был пустой жест, этот поступок ничего не значил
they did it as a gesture of support - они сделали это, чтобы продемонстрироватьсвою поддержку
what a nice gesture! - как мило!

2. [ʹdʒestʃə] v
жестикулировать

Apresyan (En-Ru)

gesture
ges·ture [gesture gestures gestured gesturing] noun, verbBrE [ˈdʒestʃə(r)]
NAmE [ˈdʒestʃər]
noun
1. countable, uncountable a movement that you make with your hands, your head or your face to show a particular meaning

• He made a rude gesture at the driverof the other car.
• She finished what she had to say with a gesture of despair.
• They communicated entirely by gesture.

2. countable something that you do or say to show a particular feeling or intention
• They sent some flowers as a gesture of sympathy to the parents of the child.
• It was a nice gesture (= it was kind) to invite his wife too.
• We do not accept responsibility but we will refund the money as a gesture of goodwill .
• His speech was at least a gesture towards improving relations between the two countries.
• The governmenthas made a gesture towards public opinion (= has tried to do sth that the public will like) .

 
Word Origin:
late Middle English: from medieval Latin gestura, from Latin gerere ‘bear , wield , perform’ . The original sense was ‘bearing,
deportment’, hence ‘the use of posture and bodily movements for effect when speaking’.
 
Culture:
gestures
Some gestures are used by all British and American people. Many are appropriate only in informal situations; others are
considered rude and some have several different meanings, depending on the context.
People nod (= move the head gently down and up) to indicate ‘yes’. Sometimes people nod repeatedly during a conversation to
show that they agree with the speaker. Nodding at somebody can indicate that it is their turn to do something. You can also nod
towards somebody or something instead of pointing with your finger. Nodding to somebody while you are talking to someone else
shows that you have noticed them.
Shaking the head from side to side means ‘no’ but can also mean disbelief, amusement or annoyance depending on the
expression on the face.
Thumbs up is a gesture showing approvalor success . It is usually made with the thumb of only one hand. The thumb points
straight up while the fingers are curled into the palm. The gesture is used to tell somebody that they can go ahead and do
something, or to indicate that the person making the gesture has succeeded in something. To give somebody the thumbs up is
to give them permission to do something. Thumbs down is a similar gesture but the thumb points down towards the ground. It is
used by somebody to indicate they have failed to do or get something.
People thumb a lift (= try to get a ride in a passing vehicle) by holding their arm out with the thumb up and slightly forward.
Twiddling your thumbs (= holding the hands loosely and letting the thumbs rub gently against each other) suggests boredom or
impatience. The phrase is often used metaphorically to mean ‘havingnothing to do’.
Pointing with the forefinger(= first finger) at somebody or something shows which person or thing you want or are talking about.
But in both Britain and the US it is considered rude to point at people.
People can indicate that they think somebody is mad by pointing one finger at the side of their foreheadand turning it. If you hold
two fingers at the side of your head like a gun you are pretending to shoot yourself for doing something silly . A finger held to the
lips indicates ‘Sh!’ (= Be quiet!). If you pinch your nose you are indicating that there is a bad smell. If a child holds its thumb to
its nose, with the fingers spread out and waving, they are making an insulting gesture called cocking a snook. American children
move one forefingerdown at right angles to the other to indicate somebody has done something bad.
Fingers crossed is a wish for good luck. The middle finger is crossed over the forefingerof the same hand. In Britain people give a
V-sign by holding the middle finger and forefingerapart like a V and curling the other fingers and the thumb into the palm. If the
palm is held outwards the sign means ‘victory’ if the palm is turned inwards the gesture is rude and offensive. In the US people use
the V-sign with the palm outwards to mean ‘peace’ but the rude version is not used. Giving somebody the finger (= holding the
middle finger straight up and curling the other fingers into the palm) is used instead.
Drumming your fingers, i.e. tapping them repeatedly on a desk or table, suggests impatience. Scratching your head suggests
you are not sure what to do. These gestures may also be a sign that a person is nervous.
When somebody waves , one arm is raised and bent slightly and the wrist is shaken. You wavewhen saying goodbye to
somebody or as a greeting. In Britain children sometimes wave to trains, hoping that the driverwill wave back. In the US children
hold up their fist and move it down when a truck approaches, hoping the driverwill sound the horn.
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People beckon somebody to come overby holding the hand with the palm up and the fingers curled loosely in, and moving the
hand or just the forefingerbackwards and forwards. If the person is further away the forearm is also moved.
Lifting the arm is used to attract attention. In schools teachers say ‘Hands up’ when they ask a question, so that all the children
get a chance to answer. Sometimes a vote can be taken by a show of hands, i.e. asking people who agree to raise their
hands, and then, after they have lowered them, asking those who disagree to do the same. Adults also lift their arm to attract the
attention of a waiter or a taxi driver. In Britain people stop a bus by holding one arm out at right angles while facing towards the
bus.
If you stand with your hands on your hips it can suggest anger or defiance. If you clench your fist (= make the hand into a tight
ball) you are angry.
People clap their hands to show they are pleased about something. After a concert, play, etc. they clap repeatedly to show they
enjoyed it.
Shrugging your shoulders shows impatience or lack of interest. It can also be used to indicate that you do not mind which of
several things is chosen.
People sometimes tap their feet (usually only one foot) on the floor in time to music, but more often the gesture shows that they
feel impatient. Children sometimes stamp their feet when they are angry.
Winking at somebody suggest a shared secret or is used as a private signal. Raising the eyebrows with the eyes wide open, or
blinking (= closing and opening both eyes very quickly) several times, expresses surprise, shock, or sometimes disapproval. The
phrase eyebrows were raised is often used to say that people were surprised or disapproved.
Frowning may suggest concentration, but is often a sign of disapprovalor annoyance. Wrinkling the nose (= moving it up and
to one side) suggests there is a bad smell.
Children stick their tongues out to show they do not like somebody, but this is rude. Pursing the lips, making them very small
and tight, is something people may do if they are concentrating hard. Sometimes, however, it shows a person is angry but trying
hard to control their anger.

 
Example Bank:

• He responded with a vaguegesture in the direction of the beach.
• He wavedhis arms in a melodramatic gesture.
• His gift was a gesture of friendship.
• I thought it was a nice gesture to send everyone a card.
• In a dramatic gesture, he threw the money on the table.
• In a dramatic gesture, the prime minister refused to attend the meeting.
• Several hostages were released as a goodwill gesture.
• She made an expansive gesture with her arms.
• She wavedus away with an impatient gesture.
• The children made rude gestures at them.
• The invasion attempt was intended as a political gesture against his opponents.
• The president's speech was seen as a conciliatory gesture towards former enemies.
• They communicate entirely by gesture.
• Words and empty gestures are not enough— we demand action!
• a bold gesture of reconciliation
• a token gesture of their good intentions
• Expression and gesture are both forms of non-verbalcommunication.
• He made an obscene gesture with his hand.
• I stopped him with a slight gesture.
• It was a nice gesture to invite his wife too.
• She opened her arms out wide in a gesture of helplessness.
• The governmenthas made a gesture towards public opinion.
• We do not accept responsibility but we will refund the money as a gesture of goodwill/a goodwill gesture.

 
verb intransitive, transitive

to move your hands, head, face, etc. as a way of expressing what you mean or want
• (+ adv./prep.) ‘I see you read a lot,’ he said, gesturing at the wall of books.
• ~ to sb (to do sth) He gestured to the guards and they withdrew.
• ~ for sb to do sthShe gestured for them to come in.
• ~ (to sb) (that)… He gestured (to me) that it was time to go.
• They gestured that I should follow.

Verb forms:

 



Word Origin:
late Middle English: from medieval Latin gestura, from Latin gerere ‘bear , wield , perform’ . The original sense was ‘bearing,
deportment’, hence ‘the use of posture and bodily movements for effect when speaking’.
 
Example Bank:

• Davis gestured to the waiter.
• He gestured abruptly for Virginia to get in the car.
• He gestured around the room, lost for words.
• He gestured vaguely towards the house.
• She gestured at him to step back.
• gesturing wildly with her hands
• ‘I see you read a lot,’ he said, gesturing towards the wall of books.
• Anne gestured at the rain that was falling outside.
• He gestured to me that it was time to go.
• He gestured vaguely in the boy's direction.
• She gestured for them to follow her.
• They gestured that I should leave the room.
• Tim addressed the old man, gesturing.

 

gesture
I. ges ture 1 /ˈdʒestʃə $ -ər/ BrE AmE noun

[Date: 1400-1500; Language: Medieval Latin; Origin: gestura, from Latin gestus 'action, gesture', from gerere 'to bear']
1. [uncountable and countable] a movement of part of your body, especially your hands or head, to show what you mean or how you
feel

in a ... gesture (of something)
Jim raised his hands in a despairing gesture.
Luke made an obscene gesture with his finger.

gesture of
She shook her head with a gesture of impatience.

2. [countable] something that you say or do, often something small, to show how you feel about someone or something:
They decided it would be a nice gesture to send her a card.
Tearing up the price list was simply a symbolic gesture.

gesture of
As a gesture of goodwill, we havedecided to waive the charges on this occasion.

gesture towards
The Queen has now made a gesture towards public opinion.

—gestural adjective
• • •

COLLOCATIONS (for Meaning 1)
■adjectives

▪ a rude gesture Luke made a rude gesture with his finger.
▪ an obscene gesture (=extremely rude) The player was fined for making an obscene gesture at the referee.
▪ an angry/threatening gesture One of the men made a threatening gesture, and I ran.
■verbs

▪ make a gesture He made a gesture of annoyance.
• • •

COLLOCATIONS (for Meaning 2)
■adjectives

▪ a nice gesture It would be a nice gesture if we gave them something to say 'thank you'.
▪ a generous gesture He had made a very generous gesture to the school.
▪ a friendly gesture Ella bought him a drink as a friendly gesture.
▪ a grand gesture (=something you do to make people notice you) Love is not about grand gestures and expensive gifts.
▪ a dramatic gesture In politics, dramatic gestures are sometimes necessary.
▪ a bold gesture (=something you do that shows you are not scared of taking risks) Appointing one of his opponents to the
governmentwas seen as a bold gesture of reconciliation.
▪ a symbolic gesture (=something you do that shows people how you feel) In a symbolic gesture, he renounced his $10,000
monthly presidential salary.
▪ an empty gesture (=something you do that does not achieve anything important) The President's attempt at negotiation was
an empty gesture which failed to satisfy his critics.
▪ a token gesture (=something you do so that you can pretend that you are dealing with a problem) The inclusion of just one
woman on the committee was seen as a token gesture.
▪ a conciliatory gesture (=something you do to stop someone from arguing with you) The governmentmade several
conciliatory gestures to the protestors.
■phrases

▪ a gesture of goodwill (=something you do to show you want to be helpful) As a gesture of goodwill, customers will be
offereda full refund.
▪ a gesture of friendship He invited the two men to his house as a gesture of friendship.
▪ a gesture of support She wrote a letter to the Prime Minister as a gesture of support.
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▪ a gesture of solidarity (=something you do to show loyalty and support) People sent food parcels to the strikers as a gesture
of solidarity.
▪ a gesture of defiance (=something done to show that you will not do what someone tells you to do) The rebels launched
an attack as a gesture of defiance.
▪ make a gesture towards somebody/something (=do something to show that you have some respect for someone or
something) The drinks industry has made a gesture towards reducing alcohol misuse by setting up a research group.

• • •
THESAURUS

▪ action noun [countable] something that someone does: He is responsible for his own actions. | They refused to give a reason for
their actions.
▪ act noun [countable] a particular type of action: violent acts | act of violence/kindness/defiance etc: I believe the killing was an
act of desperation.
▪ activities noun [plural] things that people do, especially for enjoyment or to achieve an aim: leisure activities | political activities |
Surveys may not give a true picture of people’s activities.
▪ behaviour British English, behavior American English noun [uncountable] the things that someone does and the way they
behave:Do you think that advertisements really influence people’s behaviour?| The man’s behaviourseemed rather odd.
▪ move noun [countable] something that you do in order to achieve something: Her decision to sell the shares had been a smart
move. | It’s a bold move to start a business in the current economic climate. | He needed time to figure out his next move.
▪ step noun [countable] one of a series of things that you do in order to deal with a problem or to succeed: The first step is to
make sure we havegot funding for the project. | We must take steps to make sure that this does not happen again. | This is an
important step towards peace.
▪ measure noun [countable] an official action that is intended to deal with a particular problem: There are increased security
measures at airports. | The school was closed as a precautionary measure following a chemical leak.
▪ gesture noun [countable] something that you do to show how you feel about someone or something: Do you think it would be a
nice gesture to send her some flowers? | gesture of goodwill/solidarity/defiance: The company gaveus £100 as a gesture of
goodwill.
▪ deed noun [countable] especially literary an action, especially one that is very good or very bad: evil deeds | heroic deeds | This
is my good deed for the day.
▪ exploits noun [plural] formal exciting or braveactions: daring exploits | His exploits were legendary.
▪ feat noun [countable] something someone does that people admire because you need a lot of skill, courage, or strength to do it:
Completing a marathon is a remarkable feat for a six-year-old. | The bridge is a great feat of engineering.

II. gesture2 BrE AmE verb [intransitive]
to move your hand, arm, or head to tell someone something, or show them what you mean

gesture to/towards/at
Brad gestured towards the door. ‘Get out.’

gesture for somebody to do something
He gestured for her to take a seat.

gesture
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